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Box 1, Tape 1 
 

 
In this interview, former policeman Victor Desreumaux talks about his work in Paris at 
the time of the German occupation. He focuses on the police’s training, their daily routine 
and their collaboration with the enforcement of the racial laws in France. He discusses 
several roundups of Jews and other ways of participation by the French police and the 
local population. 
 

 
[01:] 00:55:08 – [01:] 08:26:00 
 
He comments on his family background; discusses his first employment with a technical 
construction company “Société générale” and his different assignments there; talks about 
his being subject to the French mandatory labor service, “Service de Travail Obligatoire,” 
(STO), and his efforts to avoid it by joining the police; focuses on his Christian 
background and his education in a Catholic school; comments on his application for the 
police department; discusses his experience with the police before joining the force and 
his prejudices towards them; focuses on his education at the police school, the selection 
process, the timetable and the daily schedule there; mentions the name Jean Mavais 
[Mavait]; comments again on the importance of avoiding the STO in Germany; analyzes 
the atmosphere in France after people heard of more and more German defeats; discusses 
the Allies in North Africa. 
 
[01:] 08:27:00 – [01:] 10:45:00 
 
He discusses his professional life also doing administrative work for the police; analyzes 
the challenge of serving an authoritarian regime; comments on the police duty of 
maintaining the “public order”; talks about the different duties and tasks of the police 
around schools and in public areas; comments on contacts with Jews in the line of duty.  
 
[01:] 10:46:00 – [01:] 18:31:00 
 
He comments on the roundups of Jews and the violence against Jews; focuses on the 
population of Paris not knowing of deportations and being confronted with propaganda 
against Jews and with professional and personal restrictions on Jews; talks about his 
personal relationship with Jews and intervention in cases of aggression against them; 
discusses hearing of the death camps after the war; comments on the reactions by his 
family and friends when he joined the police; talks about weighing up other alternatives 
to avoid STO, such as, e.g., becoming a firefighter; discusses the opinion of the priest 
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who recommended the police to him; gives his political opinions of Pétain and Laval; 
focuses on the political developments in France during the war; describes listening to the 
Swiss radio to get information on the current status of the war. 
 
[01:] 18:32:00 – [01:] 30:09:15 
 
He discusses the selection process to join the police and the start of the training; talks 
about his being surprised at being accepted for the police; comments on the 
recommendations by the French government to make soldiers join the special unit to fight 
communists and resistance fighters; discusses the organizational chart and the daily 
routine in his police department; describes the subjects and the timetable at police school; 
discusses public order, traffic, the fight against prostitution and the protection of children 
as primary subjects at police school; talks about his assignment in Stains and his later 
duties in police administration; comments on the nonexistence of racial laws and the 
status of Jews as a subject in police school; describes his first experience with roundups 
and arrests of Jews; remembers his assignment with a roundup of Jews and his later 
discussing of it with colleagues. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 2 
 

 
[02:] 00:32:33 – [02:] 11:38:00 
 
He describes his assignment with the first roundup of Jews in Saint-Denis; discusses the 
structure of the team of colleagues, their backgrounds and way of handling assignments 
at the police department; explains the method of receiving an envelope which included a 
list of names of people who were to be brought to the police department; focuses on the 
different steps taken it executing of handling these instructions; comments on the 
ignorance of the subsequent fate of the Jews taken there; refers to the laws under Vichy; 
analyzes how people followed instructions without questioning the system; talks about 
discussing these instructions with colleagues; remembers another roundup of Jews and 
his warning a mother and her child and manipulating the name list on their behalf; talks 
about the origin of the Jews of the second roundup; discusses the rigidity of the 
instructions to bring Jews to the police station; remembers explaining the departure of 
this mother and her child to the commissioner; describes the way of gathering Jews in 
one room of the police department; comments on the duration of their stay and on 
speaking about these incidents with colleagues in private. 
 
[02:] 11:39:00 – [02:] 24:26:00 
 
He discusses his career and his education; describes the location of his different 
assignments for the police, the relationship with the Germans as well as prejudices 
towards them; describes learning German greetings; discusses attacks, thefts and threats 
at the time of the German occupation; remembers an accident of a delivery car 
responsible for delivering the mail “Feldpost” to the German soldiers; comments on how 
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administrative police work was doubled when Germans were involved in incidents; 
comments on the separation of power and responsibilities between the German and the 
French police; talks about discussing the roundups and arrests of Jews with his family; 
mentions some colleagues being more affected when arresting Jews; discusses 
collaborators and volunteers joining the German military; mentions Karlsbad; comments 
on the population committing violations and being levied fines; talks about the entire city 
of Paris shutting down all facilities and ceasing all activities in cases of emergency; 
describes the technical equipment and the clothing of the policemen; describes different 
emergency measures; describes the bombings in Paris and on warning the population. 
  
[02:] 24:27:00 – [02:] 33:05:14 
 
He comments on the liberation of Saint-Denis and a strike there; discusses the reasons for 
this strike and the fate of the German troops; describes the passive participation of the 
French policemen in the liberation of Paris; discusses the police following instructions 
and maintaining public order during the liberation; describes his memories of the period 
of German occupation; remembers an incident with two German soldiers and the 
accusation that they were involved with the communists; discusses police actions at the 
time of the liberation; comments on camaraderie in the police and the spirit of patriotism; 
mentions Pétain and the anti-German attitude; analyzes the behavior of the population 
regarding the persecution and the roundup of Jews. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 3 
 
 

[03:] 00:30:08 – [03:] 06:33:00 
 
He discusses the disappearance of Jewish people and their fate; talks about some German 
soldiers not knowing anything about the Jews’ fate either; describes the curiosity of the 
population about the fate of the Jews fate and their ignorance regarding the concentration 
camps; talks about permanent fear as his worst memory of the time of the German 
occupation; discusses the radio as a source of information for the population; comments 
again the fear and panic among the population; analyzes the fear of being bombed; 
discusses elderly people left behind in the city of Paris and their handling the situation of 
occupation and war; comments on their prewar experience; talks about young people 
being away in the war; discusses instructions on the use of electricity; comments on his 
father doing the mandatory labor service STO in building trade; describes the German 
occupiers becoming more lenient at the end of the war. 
 
[03:] 06:34:00 – [03:] 17:00:00 
 
He comments on poverty during wartime, the food rations and the limited access to all 
kinds of facilities; analyzes the French people’s attitude of being more worried about 
their own life and daily routine than about political and ideological questions; discusses 
the living conditions and the impact of the war on the daily routine of the population; 
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analyzes the issue of questioning a system and its instructions in wartime; discusses the 
attitude of “to obey is to survive”; summarizes assimilation and the nonresistance of the 
police during the war; comments on the work of the police for and with the population; 
discusses the contact with Jews in his apartment building; remembers an incident in 
which French people sang the national anthem “La Marseillaise” and he warned them 
against doing it; analyzes the collaboration of the police by carrying out German 
instructions; describes the relationship between the German and the French police; 
describes the intervention of policemen in purification committees; discusses the question 
of racial persecution being discussed at these committees. 
 
[03:] 17:01:00 – [03:] 24:46:00 
 
He discusses being assigned in Saint-Denis and not seeing every incident; mentions one 
incident in which his colleague Gaultier [Gaultiers; Gautier] was suspected of being 
involved with resistance fighters and communists; comments on his family members, 
their different STO assignments and their return to France after the war; discusses his 
memories of Jewish people returning to Paris and the French learning about the death 
camps through the media; Mr. Desreumaux’s wife talks about people who volunteered 
for the Red Cross and told their stories afterwards; explains nonintervention by the 
population due to their suffering as well from enduring bad living conditions. 
 
[03:] 24:47:00 – [03:] 32:38:20 
 
He describes the transport used by the police; discusses the lack of transport to take 
people to hospitals on time; talks about cases in which the police could have ignored their 
instructions; analyzes the passive behavior of the population and the police in not 
warning Jews; comments on the ignorance of the Jews’ fate; remembers hearing rumors 
about the existence of concentration camps; discusses war crimes trials, the judgments 
and the populations’ current opinion on the political events and decisions made during 
and after the war; gives his opinion on the police work at the time of the German 
occupation and the role of the police then; describes the working conditions under the 
propaganda of the Nazi regime. 
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